Lecture 19 Outline

Reading: Dawson, §1–4  Assignments due: Lab #8 (“More Python”) due Mar. 10 at 11:55PM (Note extension)

Final Exam on Mar. 17, 2011 at 10:30AM–12:30PM

1. Greetings and felicitations!
   a. Review session on Friday, March 11, at 12:10PM–1:00PM in 1130 Hart
   b. Final study guide, some sample final exam questions posted

2. Go through exceptions (programs tempcvt.py and tempcvt-ex.py)

3. Points to review
   a. Strings, especially slices like a[1:3]
   b. a, b strings; print(a + b) vs. print(a, b)
   c. Integer division (“//”), floating point division (“/”)

4. Teaching evaluations